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Abstract . An inverse problem in fractal set const ruc t ion is intro
duced in th is paper, according to the theory of iterated function sys
tems (IFS) . This theory allows the construction of a class of fractals
depending on a finite number of parameters. Finding a set of pa
rameters which reconstructs a given fractal is the goal of the inverse
problem. As the solution of the inverse problem generally involves
a comp ression of t he information encoded in the frac tal, complexity
theory is here app lied. In particular, we define the IFS-entropy to
characterize the class of fractals for which the problem can be prof
itably solved.

The inverse problem can be reduced to the minimization of a suit 
able funct ion in pa rameter space. We describe a new algorith m to ob
tain a reliab le minimum solution, which or iginates from the theor y of
dynamical systems. We suggest that this algorithm should greatly im
prove simulated thermal annealing it la Kirkpatrick-Szu when a met ric
st ructure can be given to a.n optimization problem.

1. Introduction

Fractal sets are mathematical fireworks thriving on the Dedeki nd continuum
of real numbers. While their mere existence worried the founders of modern
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analysis, in recent times a more sympathetic light has been shed on these en
tities: they can be a geometrical representation of ubiquitous natural objects
like clouds, rivers , and forests [1], they unexpectedly arise in the dynamics
of simple dynamical systems [2,3J . Yet , the usefulness of fractals as bona
fide geometrical objects has not been fully exploited: algorithmical tools
to compute fractals need to be developed; on the contrary real analysis and
analytical geometry provide an efficient way to deal with smooth curves and
manifolds.

A convenient construction of fractals is effected via iterated function sys
tems (IFS) [4,5]. These consist of a finite collection of affine contractive maps
over a compact space. Iterating these maps and considering the unique at 
tractor of the process, one gets in most instances a complicated set with
fractal structure. As this latter is uniquely and completely defined by the
parameters of the affine maps, IFS are candidates for a basis on which to
develop an algorithmic theory of fractals .

A crucial issue in this plan is discussed in this paper, namely the approx
imation or inverse problem. In analytical geometry one is often asked to find
a curve interpolating a set of data, or the lines that best delimit a given set
in the plane, thereby providing a concise representation of the geometrical
object via a small number of parameters - say, the coefficients of a poly
nomial. Simi larly, finding the IFS parameters that can best reconstruct an
arbitrary set is crucial to a viable fractal geometry.

An "arbitrary" set is an "uncomputable" object , in the language of al
gorithmic complexity theory [6]. Now, IFS-generated fractals are efficiently
computable: we want to use these latter to approximate the former! It is
apparent that the information content of the IFS representation poses neces
sary restriction on the solutions of the inverse problem. Vve will make these
ideas precise by defining an appropriate IFS-entropy which characterizes the
class of "well approximable" sets. In this class, the inverse problem may be
put in the form of a non -convex minimization problem.

To solve the minimization problem, we construct a deterministic dynamic
on the parameter space which by sampling values tries to "learn" the struc
ture of the function to be minimized, and to "predict" its minimum value .
The study of forecasting models has recently been undertaken with the tech 
niques of dynamics [7,8]. Yet, the strategy we present here appears to be
original, in that we construct a dynamical system whose global attractor
corresponds to the locus of the minima of the function to be minimized. The
exact solution of the problem can then be obtained by evolving trajectories
with initial conditions in the basin of attraction of the global minimum. This
method provides an efficient solution of the inverse problem.

T his paper is structured as follows: in the next section we review the
general formalism of IFS and we apply it to a finite lattice space . In section
3 we discuss the inverse problem in fractal construction. The concept of ap
proximate solution of an inverse problem is defined in section 4, which also
contains a few results in approximation theory by IFS. The inverse problem
is translated into a minimum problem in section .5. The method of "chaotic"
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minimization is described and applied in sections 6 and 7. As a further ex
ample, section 8 treats th e fractal approximation of arbitrarily complex data
originating from experimental results . The Conclusions br iefly summarize
this work and the possible developments of the research here exposed .

2. Iterated functions systems and fractals

According to Mandelbrot [1], a fractal is a set TeRn with non-integer
Hausdorff dimension . The iteration of affine linear maps offers an interest ing
way to generate a class of fractals: we review here this approach, as expo sed
in references [5,24J.

We will generally work in C, a compact metric space with distance func
tion d. In most of our derivations C will be the unit interval I = [O, lJ with
Euclidean distance, or its discretization .c = {O, 1,2, . . . , L} , that is the set
of the first L + 1 integer numbers, with distance d(i,j) = Ii - j il L.

Let P(C) denote the set of all non-empty closed subsets of C. Fractal
sets are objects within this space. Of course, the usual definition of fractal
does not apply on the discrete space P(.c ) because the proper limits cannot
be taken. On the other hand, it is customary to deal with finite -resolut ion
computer images, whose "would be" fractal dimension can be numerically
computed. Any set B E P(.c) can be represented in an obvious way as a
finite sequence of bin ary digits {bo . . . bd, the 1's corresponding to lattice
points in B: bj = 1 iff j E B . The set P(C) becomes a compact metric
space when endowed with the Hausdorff distance h(A, B)

h(A, B ) = max{supinf d(x,y) ,supinfd(x,y)} A,B eC. (2.1)
r EA y EB rEB y EA

In words , this distance gives the maximum separation of the furthest element
(either in A or in B) from the opposite set. This distance is not of customary
use in coding theory (C = P(.c)), where it is usually preferred to count t he
number of differing "digits" in the two sequences. Our choice is dictated
on one hand by the fact that Hausdorff distance interla ces very nicely with
IFS theory; on the other hand two fract als "very much alike" to th e eye
are usually very close according to Hausdorff, but may significantly differ
according to "digits counting." !

Let 's consider now a finite collect ion of mappings {w;}

ui; : C -+ C, i = 1, . . . ,NI, (2.2)

where w, are contracting t ransformations: for any i it exists a 8, < 1 such
that

d(w,(x),w,(y))::; 8; d(x,y ), "Ix,y E C. (2.3)

lConsider as an example the following sets in C: A = { all even lat tice points} =
{IOIOI . ..}, B = { all odd lattice points} = {OIOIOI. . .}. The "digits count ing" distance
between the two is L, while h(A, B) = 1/L.
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T he triple (C , d, {Wi}i=l,...,M) is called a hyperbolic it erated funct ion system.
The collect ion of fun ctions {w;} may be used to defin e a mapping W from

P( C) into itself by

W(A) = U wi(A) , A E P(C) .
i= l ,...,M

(2.4)

We denote by 8 the maximum of the Oi. It can be shown that W is a
contractive mapping in the metric given by the Hausdorff dist ance

h(W(A) , W(B)) :::; 8 h(A , B) , VA, B E P (C) . (2.5)

Consequentl y, the contraction principle gu arantees that it exist s a uni que
attractor A of W , defined by W(A) = A. The convergence of the it erative
const ruct ion of A

A = lim Wm(D), VD E P( C)
m ->(X)

(2.6)

(2.8)

is geometrical. This at t ractor is the product of the IFS representat ion . As
an illustration, the ternar y Cantor set is the at tract or of the following family
of m aps on I

(2.7)

For simplicity, we will from now on consider only m aps of the form (2.7),
that is affine lin ear transformations.

The maps defining an hyperbolic it erated functions syste m on the latt ice
space P(.c) are the natural discretizat ion of (2.7) :

1 qi l
Wi(X) = LInt [(Pi - qi)XJ+ L ; x = L'

where Pi , qi and l are integers less than or equal to L. T he m aps io, bring the
unit interval into the subintervals

-(I ) = [iJi Pi ]
W, L'L ' (2.9)

ext rem a included . We allow the pos sibility Pi = qi, which is analogous to a
cont inuous m ap wit h cont ract ion factor S, < 1/ L. The discreti zed (L = 243)
ternary Cantor set is shown in figur e 1. Being only concerned with the
attractor of an IFS and not with the so-called balan ced measur e on it (see
reference [5]) we do not allow for overl apping intervals [qi ,p;]. As the set
of values [qi,Pi]i=l,... ,M define our parameter space, we will imp licitly assume
them to be in creasingly ordered. Equivalently, the unres tricted param et er
space can be endowed wit h a permutation symmetry, sin ce interchanging
any pair of paramet er s is assumed to define the same maps ui, and hence the
same attractor.
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Figure 1: Finite resolution Cantor set . The set has been discretized
on a L = 243 lattice. The set has been produced as the attractor of
a 2 maps IFS, with parameters qi, Pi, i = 1,2: [0,81,162,243]. The
dark str ipes correspond to points in the set.

3. A n inverse problem in fractal construction

The IFS theory exposed in the previous sect ion permit s us to introduce an
inverse problem in fractal sets construction: let us sup pose that we are given
a set T (target) in C. We want to find an IFS whose attractor is T .

We start by examining the case when C = .c. In this case, a trivial
solution is readily obtained. Let s, E .c, i = 1, . . . , p be the elements of T ,
and consider the collection of discrete maps Wi defined by

wi(m) = Si, Vm e c , i = 1, .. . , p. (3.1)

These are a (non-unique ) solution of the inverse problem .
Equation (3.1) , together with the "prescriptions" given by equation (2.4),

(2.6) are a coding of the set T. It is apparent that this coding me relyenum er
ates the points in T. What we would like to have is a higher "compression"
of the information encoded in T , that is to say an efficient geometrical de
scription.

To make these ideas precise, we utili ze the bin ary represe ntat ion {bl } I=1,...,L

of T . T he theory of algor it hm ical complexity [9] defines complexity (or in
formation content) J(L of {bl} the length of the shortest sequence which pro
grammed on a general Turing machine is capable to output {bt} and stop; in
other words, the complexity is the length of the most concise coding of the
sequence {bl } 1=1,...,L'

T he task of finding a shorter rep resentation of a part icular sequence is del
icate: no general criteria can be given ot he r t han act ua lly t ryi ng a particular
procedure. T his is a consequence of the un decidable character of algorithmi
cal complexity, and an equivalent form of the Turing Halti ng T heorem [10J.
The IFS representation is a part icular class of algorit hms to implement this
attempt, which makes use of the self-simi larity structure (when present ) of
the set.

An IFS (C,d, {W;}i=1,...,M ) is an algorithm that can be translated int o a
sequence of binary digit s of length k(M ),
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k(M) ~ M [210g2(L)J + log2(L) + Q + 0(1). (3.2)

The logarithmic contributions come from specifying the parameters qi, Pi of
the M maps in equation (2.8), (2.9). The additional log2(L) term is a "self
delimiting" specification needed to input the size of the lattice space. The
constant Q is the length of the digitized algorithm needed to "reconst ruct"
the fractal, equation (2.4), (2.6).2 This last part of the coding does not
depend on the specific sequence {bl } , and in some practical applications (e.g.
the transmission of digitized images) need to be transmitted or recorded
only once . The measure of the efficiency of the representation is then the
compression ratio r = (2M + 1)log2(L)jL.

Let us denote by PM(J:.) the subset of P(J:.) consisting of all sets that
may be generated by M -maps IFS. Since we have proven the existence of
a solution at least of the discretized inverse problem, we can claim that
P(J:.) C UM PM(J:.). Nevertheless, the IFS representation is only meaningful
when ](L ,...., k(M) ~ L, being otherwise a mere "reshuffling" of information.
Indeed, this is not only a practical instance, but it has deep implications in
the limit of infinite L, as we shall see. The ternary Cantor is an example
for which the IFS representation attains a high compression, as it belongs to
P2(J:.) . On general grounds, we can estimate the cardinality of PM(J:.) by

(3.3)

thanks to the permutation symmetry in the parameters. When L ~ M > 1
the information compression is significant. In this case we have that

(3.4)

(3.5)

The cardinality of the full set is obviously #(P(J:.)) = 2L . We immediately
see that the ratio

#(PM(J:.)) ,...., MM-l/2 2M1og,(L)-L

#(P(J:.)) -

tends exponentially fast to zero as L goes to infinity. This is consistent with
the well known fact that most discrete sequences are random [6J and cannot
be compressed by any algorithm.

On the other hand, the ratio (3.5) is a fast increasing function of M, for
fixed L: in going from M to M + 1 it is multiplied by the factor (L -M) j(M+
1). At the same time, the coding bit length k(M) increases by 210g2(L): a
larger number of maps permits a better approximation of a general fractal
set, at the expense of a longer coding. These considerations specify the range
and theoretical limitations of the IFS representation. In the next section we
will allow L to increase indefinitely, in order to approximate a general fractal
set. To do this, we need a few results in approximation theory by iterated
functions systems.

2The statements of algorithmic complexity are all formulated modulo constants 0(1),
depending only on the particular implementation or Turing machine.
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When dealing with a general space c c te, an approximat ion theory for
fractals needs to be developed around the concept of approximate solut ion
of the inverse prob lem. An s-solution of the inverse problem is an IFS whose
attractor A is closer than e to th e t arge t fractal: h(A, T) ::; e.

A significant e-solution of th e inverse problem is easily obtained [11] . For
simp licity, let us consider a target set T E P(I), th e gener alization to higher
dimensions being straightforward. An IFS with M affine maps is defined by
the inte rvals Wj(I),

(4.1)

where O!j and OJ are affine constants and compression rates respectively.
Again defining W(I) = UjWj(I) as in equation (2.4), we may write

h(T, A) ::; h(T, W (I )) + h(W(I) , A). (4.2)

(4 .3)

Taking the freedom to fix 111 in a suitable way, we can construct a covering of
T by W(I) with equal OJ = 0, with the consequence that h(T, W(I )) ::; 0/2 .
.It is also easy to prove [12] that the last term at rhs of (4.2) may be written

h(W(I), A) ::; 1 ~ 0 h(W(I) , W 2(I)) ::; 1 ~ D'

From equations (4.2) and (4.3) it then follows that

h(T , A) ::; 20 + OW). (4.4 )

Choosing 0 ~ c:/2 insures that the IFS specified by the "covering" maps (4. 1)
provides an e-solution of the inverse problem.

The above result is also valid for the lat t ice space .c, if we assume that
e ~ L-t, and the theoretical resu lts of the previous section can now be
app lied. T he number of maps M needed for a o-covering of T is related
to a top ological quantity, the capacity or fractal dimension C (T ) [13] of
the set T: M ~ o- c(T), in the limit 0 ----> O. The set T is then known
up to b(c:) = - log2(C: ) bits of precision by giving the parameters of the
M(c:) = 2C(T)(b(~)+l) maps. Following equation (3.2), the length of the IFS
coding of the set T at precision c: is

k(c:) ~ 210g
2
(L) 2C(T)[-log2(~) +lJ +Q. (4.5)

It is clear that in many ins tances th e coding specified by the IFS (4.1) is far
from being optimal (k ~ J{), however it has a noteworthy implicat ion: if we
let L go to infinity while keeping eL constant, we are constructing a finer and
finer discretization of the target fractal set. Now, equation (4.5) implies that
the limit ](00 = lim J(L / L for L tending to infinity, is null if C(T) is less than
one. This limit represents the comp lexity of t he (infinite) discretization of the
set [10], and hence the discretization of a fractal set (whose fractal dimension
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is strictly less than one) does not produce a random digits sequence ." We
are so assured to be dealing with computable objects.

We did not yet take into account any self-similarity structure of the set
T . Aiming at this, Barnsley [12] has proven the following estimate

h(T, A) ~ 1 ~ b h(T, W(T)), (4.6)

where again S is the maximum of the contraction rates of the affine maps:
5 = m axj{bj }. In words, if a set T is a fixed point of W with tole rance e,
the IF S at tractor A of W is close within e/(l - 5) to the target set . This
theorem permits a "collage" construction of IFS maps [14], but it requires
the human eye to detect the self-similarity structure of T.

Focusing more deeply on the process of construction of an IFS, we now
characterize the second iterate W2(I): it consists of M 2 intervals of length
less t han 52

(4.7)
i, ; = l, ...,M

(4.8)

Were we able to obtain a non-redundant covering of T by these sets (that
is, a covering such that each Wi ,j(I) contains at least a point of T), then the
general relation

h(T, A) ~ h(T, wn(I)) + 1~ b (4.9)

(4.10)

would im ply a 52-solution of the inverse problem.
It is sim ple combi natorics to see that the set wn(I) consists of the union

of M" intervals of length less than 5n : the process has a geometric nature
based on self-similarity. The main question now is how accurately a general
target fractal T will be fit by this structure. To this aim, it is relevant to
quanti fy the self-similarity of T appearing at successive scales via the IFS 
entropy S(T) defined as the limit

( . {log2 M (e)}
S T) = lim sup I ( /)'

~-+O og2 1 e

where again M(e) is the minimum number of affine maps needed to obtain
an s-solution.

An upper bound to the IFS-ent ropy of a set T is given by its capacity:
S(T) ~ C(T), as follows from the derivation of equation (4.5). The solution

3T his result could be puzzling at first sight. To get an intuitive picture, it is sufficient
to recall that a random infinite sequence must pass all conceivable tests for randomness
(one should not be able to bet on it and win.) A non-integer dim ension is an anomalous
dist ribution of gaps (O's) which is a failed statistical test in the same way as an anomalous
occurre nce of 16's is a disaster for a roulette.
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of the inverse problem enables one to experimentally determine the IFS
entropy of a set: one could look for the best e-approximation obtainable
with variable number of maps m, thereby defining a function e(m). For sets
belonging to PM(C) the function e(m) is exactly zero for m ~ M. This
entails that the IFS-entropy of all these families is null. It is also null for all
sets for which e(m) decays faster than any inverse power of m. We are now
ready to define as the ambient of the IFS representation the subset ofP(C)
characterized by a null IFS-entropy.

A positive IFS-entropy entails that on a logarithmic scale the number
of maps required to represent the set T is proportional to the resolution.
Completely new patterns appear at successive scales when looking at fractals
with positive IFS entropy, rendering the IFS representation quite ineffective.
In the next sections we embrace the task of actually solving for the IFS
parameters of e-solutions.

5. Fractal reconstruction as a minimization problem

Even when the set T belongs to PM (C), the actual determination of the
2M parameters of the affine transformations {w;} is a challenging prob 
lem. In fact, one would try to best match the M" intervals obtained by
Wn(I) (see equation (4.8)), or minimize h(T, W(T)) according to the "col
lage" method. Both these methods are difficult and computationally heavy to
implement, nor is any "direct" method of solution available in the literature
at the present time. We are so left with the task of actually computing the
distance function h(A, T) and trying to determine its minimum in parameter
space. Again focusing the discussion on P(.c) we immediately notice that an
exhaustive search and comparison technique is jeopardized by the number
(~ LM/MM+t) of possible choices, which gives to this approach a typical
non-polynomial time signature [15].

The set PM(..c) can be mapped onto the lattice Z of allowable param
eter values qi ,Pi of the affine maps (see section 2). A point z E Z, z =
[ql,Pb" .,qM,PM] identifies a particular IFS with attractor Az • The dis
tance function of this attractor from an exact solution will be denoted by
F(z):

F(z) = h(A z , T), z E Z. (5.1)

The level curves of F( z) on a plane crossing the parameter space (figure
2) show a complicate structure of local minima, which renders this mini
mization problem non - convex, resembling well known solid state analogies.
Nevertheless, a few more results can be derived about F( z).

Following equation (4.1) aj and 5j may be also used to parametrize the
IFS maps. Consider two parameter vectors z, z' E Z, where z' is obtained
by z incrementing one contraction rate 5; by t,. while keeping all the other
parameters fixed. A proper generalization of equation (4.8) leads to the
estimate
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Figure 2: Hausdorff distance between the target Cantor set and attrac
tors in Pz(£ ). For convenience, the distance is in integer units of 1/L ,
L = 243. The level curves refer to a two-dimensional section of the
four-dimensional parameter space , defined by ql = 0, pz = 243. The
permutation symmetry in the two coordinates of the graph, PI ..... qz
is used here and in the following to produce full portra.it pictures. The
coordinates are normalized by 1/1. The exact solution (minimum at
zero distance) corresponds to the point (1/3,2/3) (or to the mirror
(2/3,1 /3)). The at tractors corresponding to this and to a number of
local minima are shown superimposed .
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(5.2)

where "8 is now the largest contraction factor, before and after the variation
8; ~ 8; +6.. We can also prove that a variation in one of the affine constants
a; of the amount 6. results in

(5.3)

These relations are important. They express continuity between the
Hausdorff metric and the metric d(z , z') == Lj laj - ail + 18j - 8il in the pa
rameter space. They imply that around the exact minimum of F(z) (when
T E PM(C)) there exists a region of volume at least V(6.) ex: 6.2M where
F(z) ~ 6.. The region around a s-minimum can be similarly described.
These facts are exemplified in figure 2, where we notice that the estimates
(5.2) and (5.3) are sharp in the monotonically decreasing region around the
minimum. Preliminary computations on the target set can be performed in
order to exclude the consideration of a finite region around "8 = 1. In this
case the above estimates imply that the distance function is also Lipschitz.

This constraints imposed by the nature of the problem on the distance
function F(z) are by no means stringent, and are indeed present in other
"complex" minimization problems, yet they conspire to render the "chaotic"
minimization procedure exposed in the next section quite effective.

6. Chaotic optimization of complex problems

The problem of non-convex minimization has been solved by the introduction
of stochastic algorithms, of which simulated thermal annealing (STA) is the
basic model [16]. The application of STA to fractal set reconstruction was
first proposed in reference [17] . We introduce here a conceptually different
and new algorithm to efficiently compute an optimal solution. As we claim
that this algorithm can overcome some of the limitations of typical stochastic
algorithms, we open now a parenthesis to discuss these latter methods.

Our criticism of standard STA is two-fold: first, STA requires a high com
putational price, in terms of the unpredictable number of iterations needed to
find a satisfactory minimum. Its performance is usua.lly gauged accordingly
to the cooling schedule [18], but like the convergence of the method itself,
having a faster cooling schedule is only meaningful in the infinite time limit.
Second, STA is a general-purpose algorithm: it works with probability one
for all functions F(z). As a consequence, it doesn't take any advantage from
their global structure, as will be apparent from the following considerations.

We can think of any minimization procedure as composed of a sequence
of two elementary steps: SI, evaluation of the function F in a lattice point
Zj S2, comparison of F(z) with a set of m values previously found and choice
of a new point z', The integer m quantifies the memory of the process. In
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simulated thermal annealing random element is introduced in S2. This step
is in fact effected by a family of operators U( T)4

U(7): Z x n -+ Z (6.1)

where n is a probability space, and 7 a parameter called temperature. The
iterative applica tion of U(Tn) (Tn' n .ceL, .. . is called an annealing schedule ) gen
erat es a seque nce of random variables

(6.2)

Any iterat ion of U provides new information on the structure of the func
tion F: not only F(zn) is exactly known, but sometimes this infers inform a
t ion on neighboring points as well . Nevertheless, in STA only the position at
t ime n influences the next move (m = 1): a point ZI generated starting from
Zn is "accepted" only considering the difference F(zn) - F(Z') [16J. Once
Zn+l is so determined, the information contained in Zn, F(zn) is discarded .
Convergence of Zn, n -+ 00 to the absolute mi nimum is achieved t hanks to
the infin it e amount of complexi ty contain ed in the pr obabi lit y space n. With
probability one, a realizat ion of the random sequence (6.2) will eventually
remedy all its "errors" and sit in the abso lute minimum. Standard conver
gence theorems [19J demand in fact that a state in a neighb orhood of any
given one may be generated infinitely often in time." The same principles
inform a "Cauchy" STA, which has been proposed in order to optimize local
sampling versus acquisition of new information by non-local moves [21].

T he new minimization procedure we now propose tries to take advan
t age from t he information gained in the step SI (which is ty pically t ime
consuming) . Moreove r, it tries optimize this advantage over a finit e number
of iterations. To show this, let us consider a dyn ami c on Z given by a fam ily
of evolution ope rators B (>.. )

B (>") : zm -+ Z . (6.3)

B (>.. ) produces a new latti ce state Z deterministically as a function of m pre
vious "positions" and of the parameter >... Typical non-random minimization
schemes can be formalized in this way, for constant >... Like the steepest de
scent method, they perform poorly when dealing with complicated functions,
since they get very easily trapped in local minima. On the contrary, let us
suppose that the following facts hold:

The mapp ings B( >..) ut ilize the information in Zn- 1,"" Zn-m and in
F( Zn_1)," " F( zn_m) in order to compute Zn'

4The usual formulation of STA via a non-stationary Markov cha in [18] is equivalent to
the one proposed in equa tion (6. 1), (6.2). We want to st ress here the dynami cal aspe ct
of the algorithm, to offer a comparison with our metho d.

5When dealing with finite numerical simu lations a heuristic criterium for the "t ime
scale" of the annealing is usually provided by an ad hoc prescription called the equilibri um
condition [20]. The temperature is lowered when it appears that the ra ndom trajectory
of t he Markov chain has provided a good sample of the equilibr ium dist ributi on, at that
temperature. Many iterations are usually requ ired to achieve th is goa l.
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For any finite A greater than zero the motion generated by E(A) is
exponentially unstable (positive Lyapunov exponents).

As A tends to zero, the motion is more and more attracted by the lowest
F -value points in the m memory.

Determining the dynamical eitrector of the system E (A) is the goal of
chaoti c optimization, since it contains the global min imum of F( z). This
can be done numerically evolving a few randomly initiated t rajectories. The
part of the "phase space" which originate trajectories end ing in the global
minimu m is the "basin of attraction" of th is lat ter. This may not extend
to the whole parameter space due to the presence of local minima in the
global attractor of the system E(A) . Yet, if it is wide enough, a few trials are
able to provide a solution of the optimization problem. Also, by increasing
the "computation time" of the method (i.e. the typical time interval needed
for a t ra jectory to reach the attractor) the basin of attraction of the global
minimum can be widened.

We can provi de a heuristic argument to support th is conject ure. The com
plexity of the moti on is dete rm ined by the function F(z ): "simple" functions
originate stable trajectories, while more comp licated optimization problems
give rise to unstable dynamics. We expect that enough information will
be encoded in the sequence Zn and in the sample F(zn) to provide a good
approximation to the global minimum of the function. Indeed, it may be
proven in the theory of dynamical systems that an "unstable" t ra jecto ry has
maximal complexity [22]: as a consequence it represents the "best" possible
"sampling" of F(z) .

It is not possible to know a priori what dynamic would provid e the fast est
convergence to a good solution, not necessari ly t he opt imal one. For this rea
son we allow the dynamical system E( A) to be tuned according to a parame
ter A. This can be varied externally, or by an int ern al feed-back (a primitive
form of "learning" ).

A particular realization of these ideas is used in this paper: we consider
the integer-time dynamical system E(An ) acting in D-dimensional space,
defined as follows: a Coulomb charge is placed in each of m initial locations
Zl, . . . , Zm. The intensity of the charge is denoted by q(Zj) and is

1 if
o if

- exp{A;;- ljF(zj) - F(zm)j} if

I'(F (zj) - F(zm)) if

J = m
m-p<j<m
F(zj) < F (zm),
j =l, oo., m - p
F(zj ) ;::: F( zm),
j =l, oo ., m - p

(6.4)

where I' is a positive constant." The Coulomb force on the unit positive
charge located at Zm is then calcu lated. A step in the D-dimensional space is

6The exclusion of Zm_p+l , ... , Zm provides a delay p on the effect of newly genera ted
states and redu ces the time spent into any local ball.
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Set M Nrnax Ao AN I ho h hN hopt

A 2 380 243. .05 .01 49.3 16.7 5.0 O.
B 3 1200 " " " 45.4 18.2 7.4 1.
C 4 1200 " " " 42.4 15.6 5.3 1.
D 4 1200 " " " 44.5 15.7 4.0 1.
E 5 2000 " " " 31.2 13.6 5.2 2.

Table 1: Inverse problem solut ion for the sets described in figure 4.

then t aken from Zn in the direction of the force, thereby det ermining a new
lat ti ce po int Zm+1' This provides m data (Z2" . . , Zm+1) for the successive
it er ati on , which is performed in the same way. We remark that the com
pu ter implementation of this pro cedure can be full y vectorized, and a large
amount of information can be processed at a speed com petitive with STA;
the com putation of the Hausdorff distan ce is here the rate-limiting process.

A discussion of the few external parameters occurring in our form ulat ion is
in order. The sche dule A(n) is chosen accordingly to the expecte d oscillations
of F, in such a way that at the beginning of the computation only high cost
differences will have a definite effect, while at the end t he system will greatly
overprice the smallest values of F found . This is the only external information
required, and it m ay be ar bit rarily specified in a first compu tation. The
par am eter I weights the balance be twee n attractive and repulsive forces,
whi ch turns in favor of the former when A is sufficiently small.

7. Solution of the inverse problem.

We now pr esent the results of the numerical simula tions obtained following
the theory of the pr evious parag raph. We first repr oduce the te rnary Canto r
set of figure 1. T he minim ization prob lem depends on the four independent
parameters [Q1 , PI> Q2, P2] ' In figur e 3 we rep ort the dat a concern ing a set of
N = 10 randoml y initi ated traj ectories. After approxi mately 350 iterat ions,
all the t rajectories ar e trapp ed in the immediat e neighborhood of the absolute
minimum . Figure 3 shows the average Hausdorff distance vers us iteration
t im e. The par ameter An is shown in t he frame. An exponentially decreasing
func tion has been chosen . The solution of the inverse problem is exactly
accomplished.

One might ob jec t that our solution has been facilitated by the relatively
simple structure of t he example. To solve t he inverse problem for more com
plex fractals, and to investigate the performance of our me thod as a fun ction
of the computational complexity of the problem, we increased the number
of generating m aps. Figure 4 shows the examples we investigated. The ex
ponent ially in creasing cardinality of Z according to equation (3.3) are (a)
141,722,460; (b) 2.6 x lOll ; (c,d) 2.6 x 101

\ (e) 1.6 X 1017
. For each of

these problems we performed a chaotic optimization as prev iously described ,
evolving 10 independent t rajectories. Tabl e 1 reports the corres ponding pa
ram eters and results. Each set A-E has been reconstructed wit h NI map s,
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Figure 3: Average Hausdorff distance (in units of 1/ L) versus "time"
in the chaotic optimization process consist ing of 380 iterations. The
initial average distance is 49.3, which corresponds to the expected
value of a "blind guess" . Ten different trajectories contribute to the
average. The value of /\ decreases from 243 to .001, as plotted in the
frame. The value of 1 is .01.
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Figure 4: Target fractal sets obtained by IFS with increasing number
of maps. (A) Cantor set of figure 1 (reported for comparison). (B)
3-maps IFS: [Ql, ' 00 ' P3] = [0,30,50,81,162,243]. (C) 4-maps: [0,
30,50,81,162,200,210,243]. (D) 4-maps: [0,30,50,81,162,200,210,
215]. (E) 5-maps: [2, 30, 50, 81, 120, 140, 162,200,220,240].

via a chaotic optimization process consisting of Nm a x iterations, with initial
parameter A= Ao, and final A= AN. The average distance of the optimiza
tion process from the exact solution in the first 50 iterations is ho, which
decays to h N in the last 50, while its global average is It; hopt is the final state
(solution) distance from the target. All distances are in units of the lattice
constant 1/L. When hopt is different from zero, the exact solution has not
been found, yet the process has come so close to it that any conventional
method can easily home in.

Figure 5 shows pictorially how the method "works" in the case of the set
D: the points sampled by the method are projected onto a Hausdorff distance
section of the parameter space. The cloud of sampling points rapidly focuses
around the minimum. It is to be remarked that the points appearing on a
plane in the figure are indeed floating in an eight-dimensional space.

The complexity of the inverse problem may be also fully appreciated
in the eight-dimensional parameter space corresponding to the set D. The
structure of the Hausdorff distance function is rather complicated and allows
for the presence of a deep local minimum in proximity of the global (figure
6).

Each of these minima is surrounded by a region of low values of the cost
function of linear dimension approximately l = .05. We can estimate the
average number of iterations needed to randomly sample a point inside such
region, as the inverse ratio of the volume of the region, /8, to the total volume
of the parameter space, V ,..., 1/8!, and we obtain N ex 108 . It is of course
more difficult to give analogue estimates for STA, since its performance can
be enhanced by properly modifying the "move" strategy 81 [17J. We imple
mented a simulated annealing procedure according to references [20,21J. By
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Figure 5: Dyn amics of the optimization process for the set D (Table 1).
The projections (not the int ersections !) of the sampling points over
the plane q1 = 0, P1 = 30, q3 = 162, ])3 = 200, q4 = 210, P4 = 215 are
shown as dots over the "equipotential" lines of the Hausdorff distance.
The graph is symmetric in the coordinates q2,])2. Thanks to this
symmetry, we can part it ion th e figure, and plot in A) samples at any
5 iterations from n = 1 to n = 300, and in B) samples from n = 900
to n = 1200.
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Figure 6: Particular of the dynamics in the case of figure 5. The
coordinates are now P3 +-+ Q4 ' Th e section plan is defined by: qI =
0, PI = 30, q2 = 50, P2 = 81, q3 = 162, P4 = 215. The exact
minimum corresponds to th e point P3 = 200, q4 = 210, (in normalized
units (.823,.864». A deep local minimum around (.72,.76) is evident.
The trajectory scans both regions in the first 300 iterations (A) , and
eventually singles out the absolute minimum (B) in the last 300.
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Figure 7: The section plane of figure 6 is here slightly moved varyi ng
q3 = 164, P4 = 220, to evidentiate the bottom of the local minimum
at (.71 ,.76). The absolute minimum has almost disappeared. A tra
jectory in the basin of attraction of the local minimum is shown. The
other pa rameters are t he same as in figure 6.
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Figure 8: The solu tion attractors from table 2 B-K are shown, and
compared wit h th e exact solution here denoted with A.

fixing the parameters of the first two maps to their actual values we ini ti ally
search ed in the four-dimensional subspace of the remaining parameters . To
achieve convergence to the global minimum 6000 iterations were required.
We then freed the frozen parameters and ran the annealing algorithm in the
full , eight-dimensional parameter space. Convergence of the process to the
exact solution was not observed in 50,000 iterations.

On the contrary, the metho d of chaotic minimization is not affected in a
significant way, as t able 1 shows eloquently; moreover, no attempt has been
made to further reduce Nm ax • The only rema rkable consequence is the fact
that the basins of attract ion of the global and local minima share a com
parable amount of phase space: 60% and 40% approximately, according to
our par ticl e sampling; a small number of iterations is nonetheless sufficient
to identify the two. In figures 6 and 7 we see the dynamics of two trajec
tories at t racted in the different min ima. In our limited (though effective)
part icle-tracking, six trajectories were found to end in the neighborhood of
the absolute minimum. Their at t ractors are shown in figure 8 as B - G; the
four solutions in the "wron g" minimum correspond to the sets H - J{ .

A further interesting feature of t he IFS represent ation may be seen via
table 2, which rep orts more extensively the data. of the at tractors in figure 8.
Iterated function systems can be used to compute th e fractal dimension of
digit ized images. One may in fact prove [23] that the fractal dimension (or
capaci ty ) C of t he att ractor of an IFS is the un ique solution of the equation
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Set ql PI q2 P2 q3 P3 q4 P4 h C
A 0 30 50 81 162 200 210 215 0 .601
B 5 31 49 82 163 201 213 217 5 .589
C 0 31 50 80 163 199 210 214 1 .590
D 2 27 49 82 164 200 209 216 2 .597
E 1 30 49 82 163 201 211 215 1 .598
F 2 30 48 78 164 198 207 214 3 .593
G 2 27 54 78 162 201 208 220 4 .600
H 1 28 49 81 161 175 188 219 2 .615
I 2 31 50 80 164 174 185 220 2 .611
J 2 30 51 82 164 175 187 219 2 .607
K 3 26 47 79 160 178 187 219 3 .620

Table 2: Results of chaotic optimization for the set A of figure 8. Re
por ted are the the IF S map parameter s [qj,Pj] , the Hausdorff distance
from the target set h, and the fractal dimension (capacity) C of the
solution attractors. B-G are the results of six trajectories ending close
to the absolute minimum, while H-K correspond to at tractors in the
neighborhood of the local minimum .

M

L: 8f = 1.
j = 1

57

(7.1)

In table 2 we see that the estimated capacity C from approximate solutions
of the inverse problem is a very good approximation to the actual.

8. Fractal interpolation functions

As classical analysis provides algorithms to interpolate sm ooth functions,
IFS theory and the method of chaotic op timization can be translated into an
algorithm to reprodu ce in a concise way sets of irregular data. The theory of
IFS may be developed over C = [0,1]2 by the class of affine maps Wi : C -+ C
of the form

(8.1)

The real paramete rs a., . .. , d, i = 1, ... , N can be algebraically determined
in such a way as to exactly interpolate a set of data in N + 1 points. The
contraction factors 8i , 0 :s: S, < I determine the fractal dimension of the
interpolating graph: setting all 8; to zero results in a piecewise linear inter
polation. See referen ce [24] for further det ails. The number of free parameters
is hen ce 2 x N + 1: N + 1 interpolat ing poin ts and N cont raction factors.

Choosing the [2 met rics as app roxi mation control, we face a problem
similar to the one we pr eviously discussed. We test ed the IFS scheme and
the chaotic minimization algorithm on a set of data of natural origin: the
sea floor topography of the Mathematician Ridge 0) in the East Pacific Rise
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Figure 9: Sea floor topography profile. The unit on abscissa is 100
Km, while the altitude is in units of 1 Km. The reference level has 
been set at - 3.0 Km, under sea level. Recent geological processes
have ruggedly shaped this profile.

[25]. Figure 9 shows the one-dimensional profile on its full exp ansion: the
horizontal scale runs over 200 kilometers . The discretization is made on 400
intermediate locations .

Fractal interpolation with 11 points (corresponding to a 95% information
compression rate) is shown in figure 10. Ten maps have been employed,
implying a 21-dimensional parameter space . T he parameters of the chaotic
minimizat ion are: Nmax = 2000 iterations have been computed, with Ao = 3.,
AN = 10-4 , 'Y = .01. The average / 2 distance in the initial steps was .68,
decaying to .38 in the last 20 it erations. Only two different trajectories have
been evolved, with equivalent results. The fractal dimension of t he curve as
esti mated by IFS is C = 1.613.

9 . Conclusio ns

We have shown in this paper that the combination of two major techniques,
iterat ed function systems, and chaotic minimization of non -convex functions
can be effectively used in the representation of fractals .
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Figure 10: Fractal interpolation of the data of figure 10. The absolute
difference original-interpolation is shown in the frame . The [2 distance
between the two is .38, while the [00 dista.nce is .85.
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We t ried to argue that t he adoption of an indirect way of solution of the
inverse problem is motivated by its inherent complexity. We are nonetheless
conv inced that further progress can be made in the direct solution process,
m ost likely by prov iding est im ates which would rest rict the region of param
eter space where to look for an optimal solution.

T he method of chaotic optimization, which we introduced here, m ight
also be improved introducing more profitable dynamical models than the
one we employe d. We are confident t hat in many inst ances this method can
efficiently supercede STA .

The advantage of fractal geometry rests upon the wide variety of geomet
ric al obj ect s that it can describe, such as high-complexity structures. For
instance, t he discret e formulation developed in this paper could be used to
code genetic characters or even economical patterns - structures tradition
ally lacking a convenient mathematical representation. Also, the parame
ters of t he "compressed IFS code" may be of sign ificance in detecting the
general characteristics of experiment-generated fractals (for instance, spatio
temporal seque nces of a com plex dy namical system) . Finally, the theory
exp osed in this paper can be of practical utility in coding the information
to b e transm it ted from a rem ote detect or , or stored in data-banks with high
st or age requirem ent s.

More than all t his, t hough, we t hink that the general theoretical problem
of "laying bridges" over the st ill unexplored river of computable structures
wit h high information content is a basic challenge in many branches of con
temp orary scien ce.
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